CONCEPT AIR

WHEN LIGHTNESS DESIGNS SPACE
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CONCEPT AIR
WHEN
LIGHTNESS
DESIGNS
SPACE
At Ideal Standard, we believe that a bathroom should
be a living space, giving you more than just somewhere
to brush your teeth. For the past 100 years, we’ve been
creating products that transform a purely functional
space into the ideal bathroom – a place to relax, make
yourself beautiful, refresh and re-energise.
Taking inspiration from nature, the butterfly creates an
inspiring atmosphere of lightness. Developing the design
philosophy of our ever-popular Concept range, Concept
Air is the next generation of a refined aesthetic that
brings unprecedented elegance to the bathroom. Create
an inspiring atmosphere of lightness with Concept Air.

For further inspiration visit
www.ideal-standard.co.uk
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FEELING
AS LIGHT
AS AIR
With its fine edges, crisp corners and slim,
tapering profiles, Concept Air breathes an
uplifting sense of lightness into any space.
Concept Air is the epitome of gossamer
fineness. Its weightless beauty gives pleasure
to the eye and joy to the spirit. While
supremely delicate in form, Concept Air is,
above all, robust and functional – performing
brilliantly in the modern bathroom.

DESIGNED BY
STUDIO LEVIEN
Our ever-popular Concept range
was developed by award-winning
designer Robin Levien and his
acclaimed team. By building on the
intrinsic design DNA of Concept,
they’ve taken a classic to the
next level – creating the refined
evolution we call Concept Air.

Products featured: Concept Air 55cm washbasin with dedicated Cube unit in
Light Brown Wood and Matt Light Brown finish with single soft close drawer.
Concept Air close coupled AquaBlade® WC with dual flush button cistern
and thin, slow close seat with quick release hinges. Concept Air right handed
shower bath with shower bath screen with access panel.
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From the sculptural ceramic
elements to the stylish
complementary furniture,
the theme of elegance is
expressed in every piece.
But when you select the
free standing bath, you’re
turning your bathroom into
a zone dedicated to luxury.
The combination of our
open shelf vanity unit with
worktop and smaller vessel
basin lets you continue the
luxurious look while refining
it for a smaller space.

A LIGHT TOUCH
OF SPACE

Products featured: Concept Air 40cm vessel
basin with 60cm wall hung vanity unit with one
drawer and one open shelf in Light Brown
Wood with Matt Light Brown finish and
matching worktop. Concept Air back-to-wall
AquaBlade® WC with thin, slow close seat with
quick release hinges. Concept Air free standing
bath. Tesi tall single lever basin mixer and dual
control bath filler.
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Products featured: Concept Air 104cm vanity basin with dedicated
furniture unit and full column unit in Gloss White with Matt Grey
finish. Concept Air close coupled, back-to-wall AquaBlade® WC
with dual flush button cistern and thin wrap, slow close seat with
quick release hinges. Concept Air free standing bath, Tesi single
lever basin mixer and dual control bath filler.
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A DESIGN
EVOLUTION IN
FOUR FORMS

The unsupported
overhanging bowl of the
50cm semi-countertop
basin lends an additional
sense of weightlessness
to the overall effect. It
sits within its companion
piece: the floor standing
semi-countertop unit.
Choose from one of our
complementary ranges
for the perfect mixer tap,
such as the Tesi mixer,
shown here.

Concept Air’s alluringly sleek look manifests itself in four basin
shapes: vanity, vessel, pedestal and semi-countertop. These
distinct options are designed to offer flexibility of installation
and variety in style. While each offers the same crisp elegance,
each makes a decisively individual design statement.

Concept Air’s vanity basins come in a variety of
sizes and formats. They can be combined with
Concept Air’s tailor-made wall hung vanity units
with two soft closing drawers or one drawer with
open shelving for a minimal look. Flexibility is
another of Air’s brilliant qualities.

The increasingly popular double basin format
is perfect for larger bathrooms. Our 124cm
double vanity basin loses none of Concept Air’s
characteristic elegance while offering added
dimension of personal luxury. The dedicated
furniture units are available with four drawers
or two drawers and open shelves.

With its slim profile, thin rim and tapering form, the
Concept Air Cube washbasin shows off the essence
of the range’s design in all its purity. But its shallow
profile conceals a luxurious internal depth. Cube
basins can work with full and semi-pedestals and a
range of dedicated cube units for all sizes. Cube is
modern elegance personified.

The Concept Air Cube vessel basin
is a celebration of fine lines and fine
ceramics and transforms a bathroom
into a spa-like sanctuary. It’s available
in two sizes and can be married with
the accompanying vanity units or
placed on your own worktop.
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PART
OF THE
FAMILY
A family bathroom can be
equally fun, fast and furious.
Firstly, the space must
perform to perfection, but
there’s no reason why it
shouldn’t be beautiful too.
The Concept Air range is
endlessly adaptable – by
choosing the shower bath
and a vanity basin, you
achieve practicality and
elegance in one. And the
roomy drawers of the Cube
or vanity units help to keep
family clutter well hidden.

Products featured: Concept Air 60cm vanity basin
with 60cm two drawer furniture unit in Light Grey
Wood. Concept Air close coupled AquaBlade® WC
with thin wrap, slow close seat with quick release
hinges. Concept Air right handed shower bath with
shower bath screen with access panel and Concept
Easybox Slim built-in thermostatic shower with
Idealrain Cube M3 shower kit. Tesi single lever basin
and dual control bath filler.
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When your walls won’t take the weight,
the Concept Air floor standing vanity unit
will save the day – a sturdy solution with
spacious storage.

EVERY STYLE
ANTICIPATED –
EVERY PROBLEM
SOLVED
From long experience, we know that every bathroom project
is unique. We recognise every challenge and anticipate
every possible configuration, and we’ve designed our ranges
to accommodate them. With countless sizes and formats to
choose from, you’re bound to find perfection for your space.

The wall hung
vanity unit is sure
to bring a sense
of weightlessness
to your space.
The addition of
adjustable chrome
legs offers further
stability and makes
a contemporary
style statement.
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THE NEXT
GENERATION
OF STORAGE
SOLUTIONS
In so many bathroom design projects, furniture is an
afterthought. But to create that beautiful streamlined
look, efficient storage is a must. Concept Air offers a
fully comprehensive bathroom solution. Our wide range
of complementary furniture demonstrates efficiency in
function, flexibility in arrangement and variety in style.

When choosing Concept Air furniture, you can
specify open shelves or, to keep your space
supremely calm, opt for spacious soft close
drawers. Practical can be beautiful.

Products featured: Concept Air 124cm double
vanity basin with 120cm four drawer unit in
Gloss Grey with Matt White and matching tall
column unit. Tesi single lever basin mixers.
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FULLY
FLEXIBLE
STORAGE
Your bathroom, and the way it needs to
function, is as individual as you are. A wide
furniture choice is the key to making the
space exactly right for you.
Concept Air offers a seemingly infinite choice
of furniture formats, sizes and finishes. You
can also choose between open shelving and
drawers, and there’s an inspirational variety
of colours and finishes.

Our column units make an elegant addition to any
bathroom, and the slim design provides maximum
storage where wall space is limited. The half length
units expand your space-planning possibilities.
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ALL
BATHROOMS
GREAT AND
SMALL
With a wide selection of unit sizes,
Concept Air will fit snugly into compact
bathrooms as well as gracing the
grandest of spaces.

Our mini vanity basin unit is tailor-made
for cloakrooms. Its large single drawer
provides ample storage to keep things
neat where space is at a premium.

FURNITURE
COLOURWAYS
Choose from six colour combinations, from the subtle
pairing of Gloss and Matt White to the exciting contrast
of luscious Matt Dark Brown against Matt White.

The floor standing units cleverly conceal
plumbing as well as offering a practical storage
space with an internal shelf for your cleaning
products and toiletries.

Internal

External

Gloss
White with
Matt White

Gloss
White with
Matt Grey

Gloss
Grey with
Matt White

Light
Brown Wood with
Matt Light Brown

Light
Grey Wood with
Matt White

Matt
Dark Brown with
Matt White

The semi-countertop unit is great for small
spaces, condensing basin, plumbing and
storage into one neat and compact piece.
The adjustable shelf height lets you make
the most of the available internal space.
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A LIGHT
TOUCH
FOR THE
SMALLEST
ROOM
The sense of lightness that comes from
Concept Air’s fine lines and tapered
profiles make it perfect for spatially
challenging rooms, like cloakrooms.

With a basin that extends just 38cm from the
wall, the short projection vanity unit is perfect
for cloakrooms and offers a surprisingly
generous storage solution.

Our small 40cm handrinse basin is an ideal
solution for limited space. Take your pick from
our wall hung, semi or full pedestal options, or,
when storage is required, the short projection
mini vanity basin unit is king.

Products featured: Concept Air short projection
54cm vanity basin with 50cm furniture unit in Matt
Dark Brown. Concept Air back-to-wall AquaBlade®
WC with thin, slow close seat with quick release
hinges. Concept small single lever basin mixer.
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MAKE A
STATEMENT
Where there’s room to express yourself, Concept
Air rises confidently to the occasion. The free
standing bath makes a stunning centrepiece,
and the large vessel basin is its perfect partner.
Their soft arc tapering sides bring a quality of
sculptural grace to the space. And with our vast
range of furniture pieces, it’s simple to achieve
your optimum storage situation.

Products featured: Concept Air 60cm vessel basin with 80cm wall
hung vanity unit with two drawers in Gloss White with Matt Grey and
matching tall column unit. Concept Air free standing bath. Tesi wall
mounted single lever basin mixer and Tesi dual control bath filler.
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SLIMLINE
AND
FREE-FORM
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INTEGRATED
TAP DECK
The tap deck runs along the full length
of one side, giving you freedom to
position fittings as you wish as well
as providing a convenient place to
stand toiletries.

CRAFTED FOR
COMFORT
The gentle tapering shape of the bath
provides perfect back support while
the sloping rim supports the neck.
And the thin rim equates to a greater
internal volume for an indulgent
bathing experience.

FREE
AND
EASY
Free standing means you have
the luxury of positioning the bath
anywhere in the room, including
a corner or alcove. To aid
installation, the bath comes in
two pieces, with the brassware
and waste easily accessible.
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MULTIFUNCTION
ULTRALIGHT

MATCH A CONCEPT BATH
WITH CONCEPT AIR

The Concept Air shower
bath is beautifully light in
design while giving you all
the versatility you desire,
and the soft arcing backrest
provides the ultimate in
bathing comfort.

The sleek yet practical bath screen
features a handy hinged access
panel that enables you to turn on the
shower before you get in, without
getting wet or overreaching. And,
when you’ve finished, it’s so much
easier to grab a nearby towel.

TAPS &
MIXERS TO
COMPLETE
THE LOOK
Add the finishing touch to
your Concept Air basin and
bath with taps and mixers
from our Concept, Attitude,
Tempo and Tesi ranges.
Designed by Artefakt, the
Tesi basin mixer, shown
here, is an inspired fusion
of geometric lines and
rounded forms – the
perfect match for Concept
Air’s elegant linear style.

As an evolution of our
original Concept range,
Concept Air is perfectly
compatible with elements
from that range, including
the stylish double-ended
Concept bath.
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SMART
SPACES
FOR
ACTIVE
LIVES
For a busy modern
lifestyle, a bathroom should,
primarily, be efficient. Within
the Concept Air range, you’ll
find the products that deliver
maximum functionality as
well as maximum style.
Rarely have time for the
indulgence of a bath?
Then the shower bath is
the logical solution. And if
your bathroom regime is
streamlined, then opt for
the clean simplicity of our
pedestal basin.

Products featured: Concept Air Cube 55cm
washbasin shown with full pedestal. Concept
Air close coupled, back-to-wall AquaBlade®
WC with thin, slow close seat with quick
release hinges. Concept Air right handed
shower bath with shower bath screen with
access panel.
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AHEAD
OF THE
CURVE
We’ve embraced the elegant qualities of
the original Concept range and refined them
further to create an ultra-slimline style.
Combine the elegantly tapering bowl and
extremely thin soft close lid with our unrivalled,
hygienic AquaBlade® technology, and it’s clear
that Concept Air WCs are an exemplar of
innovation and design. Further benefits include
a choice of installation styles and seat types.

The Concept Air range features two close
coupled WC options: fully back-to-wall or
open backed. The choice is down to personal
preference or is dictated by installation type.
The elegant cisterns feature a slim lid and
dual push button. Water-saving options are
also available.

TWO SEAT STYLES
While each has its distinct style, our two different
seat designs reflect the same slim aesthetic of the
ceramics. Both come in standard or soft close
options and benefit from an easy-take-off feature
for easy maintenance and cleaning.

For a minimalist look, Concept Air
offers back-to-wall and wall hung WCs.
And, depending on your installation
requirements and flush preference, there
are also concealed frame or concealed
cistern options.
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UNRIVALLED
HYGIENE

AQUABLADE
A NEW ERA IN FLUSH
TECHNOLOGY
®

AquaBlade® Technology outperforms all
existing toilets in terms of hygiene.
Traditional toilets leave a significant area of the bowl
unwashed, particularly at the back of the bowl. The
AquaBlade® channel is positioned close to the top of
the bowl so 100% of the surface area beneath is rinsed
clean every time. With AquaBlade® Technology, the
optimised water pressure and smooth curves of the
bowl flush bacteria clean away with no unhygienic
splashing. The bowls are also very easy to clean, with
no overhanging rim to hide potentially dirty areas.

Ideal Standard’s fresh approach to design is
driven by insights into the changing needs
and expectations of customers. This forwardfocused strategy is perfectly demonstrated
by our exclusive AquaBlade® Technology –
a true innovation in flushing performance.
And we’re delighted to announce that this design won
the Gold Award for Innovation in Sustainability at the
Designer Kitchen & Bathroom Awards 2015. This accolade
is highly respected across the interior design industry,
and we’re proud to be creating award-winning technology,
right here in the UK.

ADVANCED
DESIGN
All Concept Air WCs feature AquaBlade® Technology,
and this innovative functionality perfectly complements
Concept Air’s sleek design aesthetic. From the slim
tapering bowl to the distinct ultra-thin seat and rimless
interior, Concept Air WCs represent nothing less than a
revolution in bathroom design.

REFINED IN
STYLE AND
FUNCTION
AquaBlade® Technology
and Concept Air were made
for each other. It’s a perfect
marriage of clean lines,
contemporary styling and
innovative performance. With
no unsightly rim, all you see is
Concept Air’s smooth curves.

Both the built-in cistern and close coupled
options make a beautifully elegant statement
of contemporary design. The wall hung bowl
features completely hidden fixings for that
beautifully seamless look.

is-aquablade.com
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ELEGANCE
IN THE
EN-SUITE
Complete your Concept Air
en-suite bathroom with
a showering solution from
the Ideal Standard range.
With sympathetic styling,
our collection of elegant
enclosures and highperformance shower
systems will fit in perfectly
as well as giving you the
outstanding quality and
durability you expect.

Products featured: Concept Air 124cm double
vanity basin with 120cm four drawers unit in
Gloss Grey with Matt White and matching tall
column unit. Synergy wetroom panels with
Concept Easybox Slim built-in thermostatic
shower and Idealrain Dual Rainshower.
Tesi single lever basin mixers.
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PERFECT
PARTNERS

AIR MEET
KUBO
Just like Concept Air, our Kubo shower
enclosures are sleek, modern and made
from high-quality materials. Kubo is versatile
too; it comes with quadrant, pivot, slider,
bifold and corner entry door systems
in a variety of sizes to suit your space.

When it comes to choosing a shower to cohabit
your space, Concept Air has many potential partners.
To maintain visual consistency, we recommend our
Synergy wetroom panels, Kubo shower enclosures
and our innovative Easybox Slim thermostatic mixer.

TOTAL
SYNERGY
Synergy wetroom panels make the
most of your shower space for a
sense of total freedom. Choose
from a broad range of panel sizes
to create your ideal corner access,
alcove or dual-entry wetroom.

Concept Easybox Slim is our ingenious
thermostatic shower mixer system. Its
unique shallow design makes it ideal for
modern wall cavities. Flow performance
is assured by ceramic disc control, and
the separate temperature control includes
a built-in safety stop feature.
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BASINS
Concept Air
Double
vanity basin
124cm

460

Ref.

Price

124cm, one tap hole

E075101

£564.00

Basin fixing set

E015767

£13.25

Contemporary
bottle trap

E0079AA

£133.97

160
460

275
160
160

440

460

For use with 1200mm vanity unit E0822.

1240

135

135

165

135

E0751 Concept Air 124cm Double Vanity Basin
E0751 Concept Air 124cm Double Vanity Basin
E0751 Concept Air 124cm Double Vanity Basin
Ref.

Price

104cm, one tap hole

E075201

£408.00

84cm, one tap hole

E075401

£342.00

64cm, one tap hole

E076401

£198.00

Basin fixing set

E015767

£13.25

Contemporary
bottle trap

E0079AA

£133.97

For use with vanity units for E075201; E0821
and E0828, for E075401; with E0819 and E0827,
for E076401; E0818, E0826 and E0836.

460

460

A

460
165

A
135
A

165

135
135

165

104cm
84cm
64cm
104cm
84cm
104cm
64cm
84cm
64cm

A
1040
840
640
A
1040
A
840
1040
640
840
640

E0752 Concept Air 104cm Vanity Basin
E0754 Concept Air 84cm Vanity Basin
E0752 Concept Air 104cm Vanity Basin
E0764 Concept
Concept Air
Air 104cm
64cm Vanity
E0752
VanityBasin
Basin
E0754 Concept Air 84cm Vanity Basin
E0754 Concept Air 84cm Vanity Basin
E0764 Concept Air 64cm Vanity Basin
E0764 Concept Air 64cm Vanity Basin

Concept Air
Mini vanity basin
54cm

Model

Ref.

Price

54cm, one tap hole

E076501

£150.00

Basin fixing set

E015767

£13.25

Contemporary
bottle trap

E0079AA

£133.97

380

275

500
E0771 Concept
Air 50cm Semi Countertop Basin
500

1240
165

Concept Air shares
key stylistic qualities
with many
A
460
60cmWe
600recommend
other Ideal Standard products.
55cm 550
the taps and mixers from our
Concept,
Attitude,
50cm
500
Tempo and Tesi ranges. For example, Tesi’s
comprehensive
range of basin
and bath
mixers Pedestal Ba
E0766 Concept
Air 60cm
Full/Semi
are slim, clean and contemporary in design –
E0767
Concept
Air 55cm
Full/Semi
perfectly
reflecting
the essence
of Concept
Air.Pedestal Ba

275

500

440

1240

165

Model

A

440

460

Concept Air
Vanity basin
104/84/64cm

TESI
TAPS & MIXERS

840

Model

E0771 Concept Air 50cm Semi Countertop Basin
E0771 Concept Air 50cm Semi Countertop Basin
135

130

135

130

E0768 Concept Air 50cm Full/Semi Pedestal Ba

400

Concept
Air 135
130
400
400
Cube
400
handrinse
basin
400
E0786
Air 40cm Vessel Basin
40cm Concept
400
E0786 Concept Air 40cm Vessel Basin
E0786 Concept Air 40cm Vessel Basin

135

130

135

130

135

130

Model

Ref.

Price

40cm, one tap hole

E076901

£99.00

Small full pedestal

E078401

£78.00

Small semi-pedestal

E078201

£79.20

Basin fixing set

E015767

£13.25

Contemporary
bottle trap

E0079AA

£133.97

600

400

E0769 Concept Air 40cm Full/Semi Pedestal Cloak

400

E0787 Concept
Air 60cm Vessel Basin
600
600

E0787 Concept Air 60cm Vessel Basin
E0787 Concept
Air 60cm Vessel Basin
Concept
Air

Cube semi-countertop
460
basin
460
50cm

Model

Ref.

Price

50cm, one tap hole

E077101

£216.00

160

Can be used with semi-countertop unit E0837
and worktop E0839.

160

440
440
500

For use with 500mm vanity unit E0817.

380
155

540
540

500

1240

540

155

115

155

115

E0765 Concept Air 54cm Vanity Basin

E0771 Concept Air 50cm Semi Countertop Ba
E0771 Concept Air 50cm160Semi Countertop B

135

165

115

135

165

440

460

E0751 Concept Air 124cm Double Vanity Basin
1240Double Vanity Basin
E0751 Concept Air 124cm

E0765 Concept Air 54cm Vanity Basin
E0765 Concept Air 54cm Vanity Basin

275
275

1240
380

805

455

400

400

350

275

135
500
135

400

130
130

400
165

E0771 Concept Air 50cm Semi Countertop

135

400

400
460

Concept Air
Cube basin
60/55/50cm

460

Model

Ref.

Price

60cm, one tap hole

E076601

£129.60

55cm, one tap hole

E076701

£118.80

50cm, one tap hole

E076801

£118.80

Full pedestal

E078101

£78.00

Semi-pedestal

E077201

£79.20

Basin fixing set

E015767

£13.25

Contemporary
bottle trap

E0079AA

£133.97

840

460

A

460

840
A
460

A

460
460

Can be used with basin units for E076601;
E0766
E0846, for E076701; E0844, for E076801; E0842.

840
60cm
55cm
50cm
60cm
55cm
60cm
50cm
55cm
50cm

A
600
550
500
A
600
A
550
600
500
550
500

Concept Air 60cm Full/Semi Pedestal Basin
E0767 Concept Air 55cm Full/Semi Pedestal Basin
E0766Concept
ConceptAir
Air50cm
60cmFull/Semi
Full/SemiPedestal
PedestalBasin
Basin
E0768
E0766
Concept
Air
60cm
Full/Semi
Pedestal
Basin
E0767 Concept Air 55cm Full/Semi Pedestal Basin
E0767
Concept
Air
55cm
Full/Semi
Pedestal
Basin
E0768 Concept Air 50cm Full/Semi Pedestal Basin
E0768 Concept Air 50cm Full/Semi Pedestal Basin

All prices shown include VAT at 20%

Model

135

165

135

165
460

84cm 840
104cm 1040
64cm 640
84cm 840
64cm 640

E0752 Concept Air 104cm
Vanity Basin
A
E0752 Concept Air 104cm Vanity Basin
E0754 Concept Air 84cm VanityA Basin
104cm
1040 Basin
E0754 Concept Air 84cm
Vanity
135
E0764 Concept
Air 64cm
Vanity
165
84cm
840 Basin
64cm
640 Basin
E0764 Concept Air 64cm Vanity

Price

E0786 Concept Air 40cm Vessel Basin
Concept Air135
40cm Vessel130Basin

£222.00E0786
£189.60

400

400
135

130

E0786 Concept Air
13540cm Vessel
130 Basin

400

400
600
600

E0787 Concept Air 60cm Vessel Basin
E0787 Concept Air 60cm Vessel Basin
135

130

400

E0752 Concept Air 104cm Vanity Basin
E0754 Concept Air 84cm Vanity Basin

350

Ref.

Concept Air E0751
460
Concept Air 124cm 60cm,
Double
Vanity
no tap
holes Basin
E078701
Cube
40cm,
no
tap
holes
E078601
A
vessel basin
Can
be
used
with
vanity
basin
units and
A
A
104cm 1040 dedicated worktops.
60/40cm
A

380

600

E0787 Concept Air 60cm Vessel Basin

1695
(+5)

48

49

1695
(+5)

BATHS

695
(+5)

795
E1079
Connect Air
170
x to79rimFreestanding
Bath
Height
: Floor
540
(+5)

E1081 Connect Air 170 x 80 Shower Bath - Left
Hand
695
795
(+5)

Concept Air
Idealform
170 x 80cm
shower bath

Model

Ref.

Price

170 x 80cm
Idealform bath,
left hand, no tap holes

E108101

£300.00

170 x 80cm
Idealform bath,
right hand, no tap holes

E108301

1700mm shower
bath panel

E108201

Shower bath screen
with access panel

E1085EO

£324.00

Unilux 70cm end panel

E316901

£57.65

Height : Floor to rim 540

695
(+5)

£300.00

£114.00

(+5)

1695
(+5)

Height : Floor to rim 540

795

(+5) Hand
E1081 Connect Air 1701695
x 80 Shower Bath - Left
(+5)
795
(+5)

Height : Floor to rim 540

695
(+5)

E1081 Connect Air 170 x 80 Shower Bath - Left Hand
1695
(+5)

695
(+5)

Height : Floor to rim 540

795
(+5)

E1083 Connect Air 170
1695x 80 Shower Bath - Right Han
(+5)

1695

E1081 Connect Air 170 x(+5)
80 Shower Bath - Left Hand

695
E1083
ConnectHeight
Air :170
x 80 Shower Bath 795
- Right Han
(+5)
Floor to rim 540
(+5)

1695
(+5)
695

(+5)
E1083
ConnectHeight
Air 170
Shower Bath (+5)
-795Right Han
: Floor x
to 80
rim 540

790
(+5)

Concept Air
Idealform Plus+
170 x 80cm
shower bath

Model

Ref.

Price

E114301

£408.00

170 x 80cm
1695 Plus+ bath,
Idealform
(+5) no tap holes
right hand,

E114501

£408.00

1700mm shower

E108201

£114.00

Shower bath screen
with access panel

E1085EO

£324.00

Unilux 70cm end panel

E316901

£57.65

Height
: Floor
to rim 550
170 x
80cm

795
(+5)

Height : Floor to rim 560
795
(+5)

695
(+5)

Height : Floor to rim 540

695
(+5)

1695
(+5)

Idealform Plus+ bath,
left hand, no tap holes

1695
E1083 Connect Air 170
- Right Han
(+5)x 80 Shower Bath 695
1695
Height : Floor to rim
560
(+5)

795
(+5)

(+5)

bath panel
E114301 ConnectE1081
Air 170Connect
x 80 Idealform
Shower
Bath
- Le
Air 170Plus+
x 80 Shower
Bath
- Left
E1079 Connect Air 170 x 79 Freestanding Bath
1695
(+5)

E114301 Connect Air 170 x 80 Idealform Plus+ Shower Bath - Le
695
(+5)

795
(+5)

795
(+5)

Height : Floor to rim 540

695
(+5)

Height : Floor to rim 560

1695
(+5)

695
(+5)

795
E1083 Connect Air 170 x 80 Shower Bath - Right Hand
E114301
Air 170 x(+5)
80
Height : Floor Connect
to rim 560
Plus+
Shower
Bath Shower
- Left Hand
E114501 ConnectIdealform
Air 170 x 80
Idealform
Plus+
Bath R

Products featured: Concept Air free standing
bath with Tesi dual control bath filler.
Model

795
(+5)

1695
(+5)

1695
(+5)

Concept Air
Free standing
with tap deck
170 x 79cm bath

695
(+5)

Height : Floor to rim 560

Ref.

170 x 79cm
E107901
Free standing bath
with tap deck, no tap holes

Price

Concept Air
Shower bath screen
with access panel

£942.00

695
(+5)

790
(+5)

Height : Floor to rim 550

795
(+5)

Model

Ref.

Price

Shower bath screen
with access panel

E1085EO

£324.00

Compatible with Concept Air shower baths only.

872 - 892

E114501 Connect Air 170 x 80 Idealform Plus+ Shower Bath R
Height : Floor to rim 560

Height : Floor to rim 540

1695
(+5)

795
(+5)

1695
695
(+5)
(+5)

1414

E114501 Connect Air 170 x 80
Idealform Plus+ Shower Bath Right Hand
1695
(+5)

E1079 Connect Air 170 x 79 Freestanding Bath
All prices shown include VAT at 20%

1695
(+5)

E1081 Connect Air 170 x 80 Shower Bath - Left Hand

192

E1085 Concept Air Bath Screen

50

51

FURNITURE COMPATIBILITY MATRIX
Vanity basin with furniture unit
Furniture
E0817

E0765
Vanity
54cm

Ceramic
E0764
Vanity
64cm

E0754
Vanity
84cm

Vessel and Cube basin with furniture unit
E0752
Vanity
104cm

E0751
Vanity
124cm

Basin unit
1 drawer 500mm

Furniture
E0842 Cube basin unit
1 drawer for 50cm basin

E0818 Basin unit
2 drawers 600mm

E0844 Cube basin unit
1 drawer for
55cm basin

E0819 Basin unit
2 drawers 800mm

E0846 Cube basin unit
1 drawer for
60cm basin

E0821 Basin unit
2 drawers 1000mm

E0818	
Basin unit 2 drawers
600mm with
E0848 	Worktop for vessel
600mm

E0822 Basin unit
4 drawers 1200mm

E0819	
Basin unit 2 drawers
800mm with
E0849 	Worktop for vessel
800mm

E0826 Basin unit
	1 drawer with open shelf
600mm

E0821	
Basin unit 2 drawers
1000mm with

E0827 Basin unit
	1 drawer with open shelf
800mm

E0822	
Basin unit 4 drawers
1200mm with

E0828 Basin unit
	1 drawer with open shelf
1000mm

E0826	
Basin unit 1 drawer
and open shelf 600mm

E0829 Basin unit
	2 drawers with open shelves
1200mm

E0827	
Basin unit 1 drawer
and open shelf 800mm

E0836 Floor standing vanity unit
	600mm**

E0851 	Worktop for vessel
1000mm

E0852 	Worktop for vessel
1200mm

E0848 	Worktop for vessel
600mm

E0849 	Worktop for vessel
800mm

E0828	
Basin unit 1 drawer
and open shelf 1000mm
E0851 	Worktop for vessel
1000mm

E0829	
Basin unit 2 drawers
and open shelves 1200mm
E0852 	Worktop for vessel
1200mm

** E0836 floor standing vanity unit, 600mm can be combined with 600mm WC unit (E1149) with a back-to-wall WC (E0795) or a wall hung WC (E0796). Please see pages 40 and 47.

E0786
Vessel
40cm

E0787
Vessel
60cm

Ceramic
E0768
Cube
50cm

E0767
Cube
55cm

E0766
Cube
60cm
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Semi-countertop and WCs with furniture units
E0771
Semi-countertop
50cm

Furniture

Ceramic
E0795
Back-to-wall WC

E0796
Wall hung WC

E0837	
Semi-countertop unit
2 doors 600mm
E0839 	Worktop 600mm

WC unit
E1149	
600mm
E0839 	Worktop 600mm

Semi-countertop unit
E0837	
2 doors 600mm
WC unit
E1149	
600mm
E0841 Worktop 1200mm

Concept Air
Finishes
B2
Gloss White with
Matt White

KN
Gloss White with
Matt Grey

EQ
Gloss Grey with
Matt White

Guarantee
Our confidence in the quality and reliability of Ideal Standard products enables us to
guarantee many of them for a lifetime. Our guarantee is offered on all products that
have been used in the manner for which they were intended, and does not apply
to any products that have been misused or abused in any way. Products must be
installed and cared for in line with our fixing instructions and local water bye-laws.
In the unlikely event the product fails within the guarantee period, we offer a free
replacement or replacement part (or nearest equivalent). Liability is limited to individual
products and does not cover consequential loss or damage on installation.
1. All ceramic products are guaranteed for a lifetime.
2.	Idealcast and Idealform acrylic baths are guaranteed for 25 years from date
of purchase.
3.	Showers, bath panels, furniture, mixers and taps, WC suite seats and cistern
fittings are guaranteed for five years from date of purchase. (Cistern and shower
door seals are not included. Replacements can be found on our Fastpart website:
www.fastpart-spares.co.uk)
4.	Shower enclosures and bath screens are guaranteed for ten years and shower
trays for 25 years.
5.	Parts (including push button flush valves) are guaranteed for five years and will be
replaced if found to be faulty.
6.	Cistern diaphragms, seals and shower seals are not included. Replacements may
be purchased through our parts supply service.
7.	When your bathroom has been satisfactorily installed and is working well, please
ensure you register your guarantee.
8.	The guarantee is transferable ’it applies to the product not the purchaser‘ provided
guarantee registration details are passed on to the new owner. For full conditions,
please refer to our website: www.ideal-standard.co.uk/guarantee.aspx.
Ideal Standard pursues a policy of continuing improvement in design and performance
of its products. The right is therefore reserved to vary specifications without notice.
While great care has been taken to ensure accuracy of all prices, product codes,
descriptions and dimensions, Ideal Standard reserves the right to correct errors or
misprints. Colour reproduction is as accurate as possible within the limitations of the
printing process.

UK
Light Brown Wood
with Matt Light Brown

PS
Light Grey Wood
with Matt White

VY
Matt Dark Brown
with Matt White

For the full range of Ideal Standard
bathrooms, pick up a copy of the
Essentials brochure or download
one at www.idealstandard.co.uk

Ideal Standard International
is registered to supply FSC®
certified furniture.

This brochure has been printed on paper from
well managed forests, approved by the Forestry
Stewardship Council, using vegetable inks. Our
printer holds ISO 14001 and FSC environmental
accreditations. Should you wish to dispose of your
brochure, we kindly request that you recycle it.
Brochure designed by

Credits
Prismatics White Hexagon Satin tiles
www.johnson-tiles.com
‘Aqua’ Copper Ceiling Lights by NUD
www.loandbeholdstore.com
©Ideal Standard UK Ltd / P1806(1) 05/16

Products featured: Concept Air 40cm vessel basin
with 60cm wall hung vanity unit with one drawer
and one open shelf in Light Brown Wood and Matt
Light Brown and matching worktop. Concept Air
free standing bath. Tesi tall single lever basin mixer.

Ideal Standard (UK) Ltd
The Bathroom Works
National Avenue
Kingston Upon Hull
HU5 4HS
England
Tel: 01482 346461
Fax: 01482 445886
www.idealstandard.co.uk

